
Provisional Press CNC instructions:

Disclaimer: These �les and designs are the property of Steve Garst. They are intended for educational use only. 
He is making them available for the advancement of printmaking and letterpress printing. If you wish to use 
materials from these instructions for purposes that go beyond fair use, you must obtain permission from the 
owner �rst. stevegarst@gmail.com

File set up:

I have set this �le up to work with machines that require you to tell your machine how to make cuts. 

Materials:

These plans were designed to be used with 3/4” plywood. Please note most 3/4“ plywood is not actually 
3/4” thick. It is usually 1/32“ thinner than 3/4” which gives you an actual thickness of 23/32.“ Please use 
the highest quality plywood available to you. The better the plywood, the better your results will be. 
Plywood with large gaps or football plugs or raised areas will a�ect the printing quality.

Endmills:

These are the bits that are used to cut your wood. Please consult your machine’s operator or user 
manual to determine the proper bit and speed for your cuts. I personally make most of my cuts with a 
1/4” square endmill except for the small holes noted below. The small holes are cut with a 1/8” square 
endmill.

Programming the Cuts.

I have color coded the �le so that all of the lines in a certain color should be programmed the same way. 
Depending on the machine you are using, you might have to do di�erent levels of CAM programming. 
Please consult the machine’s operator if you have questions about how to use your CNC.

Please note, I have not noted where the tabs should be placed. Please remember to properly place tabs 
so you can safely use your machine. 

Please cut them in this order: Red, Green, Blue, Orange, then Black. 

Green lines should be cut all the way through your material on the inside of the line.  **These need to be 
made with a 1/8” bit**
Orange lines should be cut all the way through your material on the inside of the line, but can be made 
with a bigger endmill.
Blue lines should be 7/16” deep pocket holes cut on the inside of the line.
Red lines should be 1/4” deep pocket holes cut on the inside of the line.
Black lines should be cut all the way through your material on the outside of the line.
 
Countersinks:

I would recommend countersinking each hole before drilling in a screw to allow the screw heads to sit 
�ush without splitting the plywood.



Materials List:

Hardware Store

1- 2’ x 4’ sheet of 3/4” birch or oak plywood 
1-2’ section of 2” PVC pipe
1- 12” piece of 3/4”-#10 threaded rod 
2- 3/4”-10 hex nuts
4- 5/16” x 1-1/2” hex bolts
8- 5/16” �at washers
4- 5/16” hex nuts
20-  1” drywall screws
4-  2“ drywall screws
1- bottle of wood glue
These objects $USD 40 (please note,during COVID the plywood has doubled in price)

Have the hardware cut your plywood pieces into 3- 12” x 20” pieces or cut it later yourself.
Have the hardware cut your pvc into 1- 10 1/2” piece or cut it later yourself.

Internet Parts

These parts can be purchased through amazon or your favorite online bearing retailer. Just make sure the 
measurements are correct and they will be �ne.

4- 8 x 22 x 7 mm (608zz) ball bearings I bought a 10pk for $6 
2- 20 x 42 x 12 mm (R12-2RS) ball bearings I bought a 2pk for $9
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Repeat on other B part on opposite side of the press. 

Drive a 2” screw into the top corner of the C&B part so it goes through to part A. This can be made easier by 
drilling pilot holes.  This hole should be countersunk.

Repeat on the other 3 corners. 

Set assembled bed aside.

Gather Parts labeled E, F, & G and the remaining hardware.

Thread G parts onto the threaded rod, secure them with the large nut on either side. Try to center the G parts 
on the threaded rod. Depending on the thickness of the wood, the amount of part G you need might vary. The 
total width of G parts should be about 10 1/4” not including the nuts. You might have to add washers or make 
cardboard spacers to make this goal  length.

Slide peice of PVC over the assembled roller parts. 

Place bearing and washer on each of your 4 bolts. Insert them into the  holes pictured on part E. The bearing 
should be on the side that has a round hole cut out of it.

Place another washer on the end of each bolt and screw on the nut.

Place large bearings inside hole of the corresponding parts of parts E

Slide assembled roller ends into the holes of the large bearings. I usually wrap a couple of layers of masking 
tape around the remaining exposed threaded rod to give a tight �t.  

Place part F into the cutout of part E. The parts E should be tight to the nuts on the roller, and parts F should 
be �ush to the outside of part E. Drive screws through each of the holes. Repeat with other part F on the other 
side.

Slide assembled Cylinder Assembly onto Assembled Bed. Print. 

 

Assembly Instructions:

Gather Parts labeled A, B, C, & D 

Glue Part C to part B so the holes line up on the reverse side of the dado. Put 1” screws in the center two holes 
and tighten. The head of the screws should be countersunk into piece C. 

Dry assemble  so part D �ts into the slots cut in A & B.

Take o� the A parts and put a thin layer of glue on the ends and in the dado slot. Reattach part A to part D by 
placing part D in the dado slot and driving a screw through the holes in part A. Make sure it is centered when 
attaching. This can be made easier by drilling pilot holes. 

Repeat on other A part on opposite side of the press. 

Take o� the B parts and put a thin layer of glue in the dado slot. Reattach part B to part D by placing part D in 
the dado slot and driving a screw through the holes in part B.  Make sure it is centered when attaching. This 
can be made easier by drilling pilot holes.  These should be countersunk to ensure the press does not catch on 
them as it operates.
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Repeat on other B part on opposite side of the press. 

Drive a 2” screw into the top corner of the C&B part so it goes through to part A. This can be made easier by 
drilling pilot holes.  This hole should be countersunk.

Repeat on the other 3 corners. 

Set assembled bed aside.

Gather Parts labeled E, F, & G and the remaining hardware.

Thread G parts onto the threaded rod, secure them with the large nut on either side. Try to center the G parts 
on the threaded rod. Depending on the thickness of the wood, the amount of part G you need might vary. The 
total width of G parts should be about 10 1/4” not including the nuts. You might have to add washers or make 
cardboard spacers to make this goal  length.

Slide peice of PVC over the assembled roller parts. 

Place bearing and washer on each of your 4 bolts. Insert them into the  holes pictured on part E. The bearing 
should be on the side that has a round hole cut out of it.

Place another washer on the end of each bolt and screw on the nut.

Place large bearings inside hole of the corresponding parts of parts E

Slide assembled roller ends into the holes of the large bearings. I usually wrap a couple of layers of masking 
tape around the remaining exposed threaded rod to give a tight �t.  

Place part F into the cutout of part E. The parts E should be tight to the nuts on the roller, and parts F should 
be �ush to the outside of part E. Drive screws through each of the holes. Repeat with other part F on the other 
side.

Slide assembled Cylinder Assembly onto Assembled Bed. Print. 

 

Assembly Instructions:

Gather Parts labeled A, B, C, & D 

Glue Part C to part B so the holes line up on the reverse side of the dado. Put 1” screws in the center two holes 
and tighten. The head of the screws should be countersunk into piece C. 

Dry assemble  so part D �ts into the slots cut in A & B.

Take o� the A parts and put a thin layer of glue on the ends and in the dado slot. Reattach part A to part D by 
placing part D in the dado slot and driving a screw through the holes in part A. Make sure it is centered when 
attaching. This can be made easier by drilling pilot holes. 

Repeat on other A part on opposite side of the press. 

Take o� the B parts and put a thin layer of glue in the dado slot. Reattach part B to part D by placing part D in 
the dado slot and driving a screw through the holes in part B.  Make sure it is centered when attaching. This 
can be made easier by drilling pilot holes.  These should be countersunk to ensure the press does not catch on 
them as it operates.

 



Repeat on other B part on opposite side of the press. 

Drive a 2” screw into the top corner of the C&B part so it goes through to part A. This can be made easier by 
drilling pilot holes.  This hole should be countersunk.

Repeat on the other 3 corners. 

Set assembled bed aside.

Gather Parts labeled E, F, & G and the remaining hardware.

Thread G parts onto the threaded rod, secure them with the large nut on either side. Try to center the G parts 
on the threaded rod. Depending on the thickness of the wood, the amount of part G you need might vary. The 
total width of G parts should be about 10 1/4” not including the nuts. You might have to add washers or make 
cardboard spacers to make this goal  length.

Slide peice of PVC over the assembled roller parts. 

Place bearing and washer on each of your 4 bolts. Insert them into the  holes pictured on part E. The bearing 
should be on the side that has a round hole cut out of it.

Place another washer on the end of each bolt and screw on the nut.

Place large bearings inside hole of the corresponding parts of parts E

Slide assembled roller ends into the holes of the large bearings. I usually wrap a couple of layers of masking 
tape around the remaining exposed threaded rod to give a tight �t.  

Place part F into the cutout of part E. The parts E should be tight to the nuts on the roller, and parts F should 
be �ush to the outside of part E. Drive screws through each of the holes. Repeat with other part F on the other 
side.

Slide assembled Cylinder Assembly onto Assembled Bed. Print. 

 

Assembly Instructions:

Gather Parts labeled A, B, C, & D 

Glue Part C to part B so the holes line up on the reverse side of the dado. Put 1” screws in the center two holes 
and tighten. The head of the screws should be countersunk into piece C. 

Dry assemble  so part D �ts into the slots cut in A & B.

Take o� the A parts and put a thin layer of glue on the ends and in the dado slot. Reattach part A to part D by 
placing part D in the dado slot and driving a screw through the holes in part A. Make sure it is centered when 
attaching. This can be made easier by drilling pilot holes. 

Repeat on other A part on opposite side of the press. 

Take o� the B parts and put a thin layer of glue in the dado slot. Reattach part B to part D by placing part D in 
the dado slot and driving a screw through the holes in part B.  Make sure it is centered when attaching. This 
can be made easier by drilling pilot holes.  These should be countersunk to ensure the press does not catch on 
them as it operates.
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